Chapter 1

An Overview
of the
Simulation
ECONOMICS AND STATE: TRADE AND DEVELOP is a
role play simulation in which six nations create goods
and sell them to one another. The purpose is to put
students into situations that require them to make
economic and political decisions similar to those faced
by leaders over the ages, which a particular emphasis
on the tradeoﬀs involved, forcing students to weigh
opportunity costs and find the best way to maximize
utility (both as individual consumers and as nations).
The goal is to think about, write about, and discuss
those situations that unfold in class and to attempt to
link them to actual concepts of interational trade and
developmental Economics. The beauty of the sim is
that no two classes ever play out the same way unique events occur in each classroom world that is
created. This allows us to see that choices made by
societies do matter.

“The political problem of mankind is to
combine three things: Economic Eﬃciency,
Social Justice, and Individual Liberty.”
- JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES

Section 1

Introduction
What Are We Trying to Learn?

began the semester. While much of the work we have done so

There are two key areas of introductory Economics we have

and Develop creates concrete situations to which you must

not yet learned about: international trade and developmental

respond, and decide. Regardless of the outcomes of your

economics. Economics & State: Trade and Develop attempts

decisions, there will be something to consider and discuss, as

to teach them through learning by doing, with some brief

well as connect to the actual world (past and present).

mini-lessons along the way.

The nations in the simulation aim to pass through three levels of

Why are some countries wealthy while others are impoverished?
Does trade help or hinder nations in their development? What
benefits does trade bring? Are there any risks? What are the
barriers to productive trade? How does war aﬀect economic
development? What incentives work best to motivate workers to
increase their productivity? How do nations boost productivity
levels so that their long run aggregate supply increases? These
are just a few of the questions that this simulation attempts to
address. It does this by attempting to put you in situations that
force you to work together to make diﬃcult choices, that require
the weighing of tradeoﬀs and recognition of opportunity costs, in

far in the class has been theoretical, Economics & State: Trade

economic development, based upon the actual Human
Development Index (HDI) that is a measurement of GNI (though
in this simulation we will use GDP), life expectancy, and literacy
rates. All nations start at HDI 1 (the rough equivalent of nations in
the 1500-1750 time period), with varying tangible resources and,
at first, the same amount of money to put to work. Where will
your nation end up on the HDI scale? How developed will it be?
How militarily powerful or weak will it be? How will it have
changed the world through discoveries, resource development,
the founding of corporations, the construction of architectural
wonders and the creation of products? We’re about to find out.

an eﬀort to maximize utility. In other words, the simulation also is
an enactment of the “Big Ideas of Economics” with which we
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Setting Your Mindset
To avoid potential frustration, it’s important to make a few
things clear right up front. First, although Economics & State
looks like a game, it is not. It’s a simulation. This is an
important distinction. Second, think of it as a product that is
still “in Beta.”

occur at any moment. We do have a guide, but that book is
provisional and will change, as needed.

Choices and Tradeoffs:
The Big Ideas of Economics
The heart of the simulation is in the choices that each state

Games are played for fun, for the purpose of winning. Simulations

makes (each choice presenting what economists, as you know,

are played for the purpose of learning. While Economics & State

would call opportunity costs). These choices are rooted in the

can definitely be fun (if you take it seriously enough to engage,

fundamental economic reality of scarcity. In the simulation, you

but not so seriously as to let events that occur during it ruin your

only so many Legos, beads, string and crop paper with which to

day, for example), there is no clear winner in this simulation. In

work, and you have a limited amount of currency to use to pay

fact, “winning” - and what that even means - is a matter of

salaries, acquire resources, build armies for defense and to fund

debate that we discuss at the end. We keep score (using

public goods. Choices in Economics & State: Trade and Develop

economic and military indicators), but what the scores mean is a

are designed to mirror those that states and individuals in the real

matter of interpretation that will depend upon the context of the

world must make: What to produce, how to produce it, and for

situations that nations faced in the simulation. And every class

whom? Should time, eﬀort and resources be devoted more

period unfolds uniquely.

toward military aims or to develop the nation’s standard of living

Any simulation as complex as Economics & State: Trade and
Develop is going to have to some imbalance. Issues will arise.
Adjustments will need to be made. A certain amount of patience
and willingness to experiment is immensely helpful (just as they
are in life). In reality, leaders don’t know how things will turn out
either. They make plans based on what they think they know, but
life has no reliable guide book, and unpredictable events can

for its citizens? How much should be devoted to each endeavor?
How much should be devoted to creating powerful public goods
like health care and education systems, along with welfare
programs for those who fall between the cracks of your system,
for whatever combination of reasons? Should the emphasis be
placed upon maximizing profits and power from current abilities,
or the development of new inventions and systems? At what
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levels should taxes of hired workers be set? Each of these

and team reflection, as well as class discussion (including the

choices involves tradeoﬀs: Each choice you make will probably

final paper and discussion at the conclusion of the simulation).

carry a mix of benefits and drawbacks.
These choices can be tough, especially since the time to decide
may be short (as things move quickly during the simulation).
Leadership is significant in Economics & State: Trade and
Develop because the choices you make will define your progress.
If you invest too many resources in education, health care, or
economic development through the construction of universities,
hospitals, mines, ships and factories, then your military might be
too weak to defend your state from others that are looking to
expand. Conversely, if you focus mostly upon military
development (at the expense of GDP, health care and education),
your core indicator scores (GDP, Life Expectancy, Literacy) will be
poor and you may not be able to move up in HDI to levels 2 and
3, which will eventually leave you at the mercy of more developed
nations. In the short run, you may become dependent upon risky
invasions to maintain your place in the sim and to make up for
shortcomings. But if you are too much of a clear threat, other
states may team up against you in order to neutralize the threat
that you will represent.
Some decisions will be mostly beneficial for some individuals or
states in the simulation and mostly detrimental to some other
individuals or states. All of this provides opportunity for individual
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Section 2

The Big Picture: How Economics & State Works
ANATOMY OF AN ERA
The game is made up of playing rounds called ERAS
that can represent everything from decades to centuries of
actual history. Eras are split into 7 distinct stages:
1. INDICATORS, RANDOM EVENTS & STRATEGY
MEETING: Except during Era 1, this is how a class
period begins.
2. SETUP (only if not completed the previous class period):
Nations gather their tangible resource and currency
allotment.
3. HIRING, PURCHASING & PRODUCTION (about 25
minutes): During this time, nations produce goods
(hiring and paying workers to do so), and Prime
Ministers exchange Lego structures and cash to develop
Knowledge and invest in Public Goods. There is an audit
at the end of this time period & a tally sheet is turned in.
4. WORLD TRADE (12-15 minutes): Individuals use their
salaries to buy consumer goods that give them UTILs.
Nations sell goods to their own citizens and those
abroad (exports). The Trade Minister tallies all
purchases.
5. ANNOUNCEMENTS / WAR & DIPLOMACY (one 4:30
war or two 3:00 wars are the maximum available)
6. SETUP FOR NEXT ERA
7. MINI-LESSON: This may or may not happen in a given
class period, time depending.

What Happens When
There are five stages to an Era during the simulation, and three roles that you
will play.
The aim to complete one Era per class period, with the possibility of a mini-lesson
(connection to content) or class discussion at the end of class, time permitting.
An Era actually begins with an updated look at the World Map and the
Indicators “Scoreboard,” as nations can see the results of their production,
trading and military decisions during the previous Era. This is followed by the
drawing of Random Events cards (some of these will be beneficial, and some
may be damaging). The higher your Utility score, the more likely good things will
happen (but exceptions certainly exist; there is such a thing as bad luck in life).
The lower your Utility score, the more likely that potentially bad things will happen
(however, there are still neutral or positive cards in even that deck, so who knows
what might happen?) After all, good luck is also a thing. This will lead to a
National Strategy Meeting of about 5 minutes duration, during which the team
can respond to developments and consider strategies for the current Era and
beyond, since many aspects of the simulation - such as founding corporations,
building Lego Architecture Wonders, etc. - require long-term planning.
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There may or may not be any need to finish Setup for the Era

Please note that leaders may use the Travel Pass to move along

(which involves getting your nation’s allotment of resources and

existing trade routes to trade tangible resources (string, food

currency, explained later in this chapter). Once that is taken care

paper, Legos, beads, clothing paper) and special resources (tea

of, it is time for one of the two “mega-rounds” that are at the

leaves, gemstones, tissue paper) during this Era. But any of those

heart of Economics & State: Trade and Develop.

transactions that involve money need to be recorded on the

The Hiring, Purchasing and Production stage of an Era is an
extended (think 20-25 minutes) session with a countdown clock,
during which the nation makes all its goods that will be sold in the
later World Trade round. During this stage, the nation’s Prime
Minister (overall leader) selects which government investments to
make (Public goods or new armies? Resource exploration or the

World Trade Tally Sheet (which is mainly used during the next
stage, but will be available from the beginning of the class period)
by the Trade Minister. Think of this stage as an opportunity to
combine the Four Factors of Production (land/resources, labor,
capital, entrepreneurship) that we learned about in class, in order
to make products and, it is hoped, future profits.

development of knowledge and technology? Colonization or the

World Trade is the third stage of the simulation. Every product in

creation of Lego Wonders, or the founding of corporations?)

the simulation has an assigned number of Utility Points (UTILs),

Meanwhile, the Hiring & Production Minister will hire people

and is made available for sale (along with tangible resources and

(both those in the nation, as well as those of any nation with

trading card resources like Oil, Steel and Gold) during the World

whom you have a trade route and a labor agreement approved by

Trade stage. Everyone in the simulation operates on an individual

the Prime Minister) to perform all the diﬀerent jobs of running the

level as a consumer during World Trade, aiming to buy goods in

government and making products and produce. Everyone in the

order to earn enough SURVs (survival points; accumulated by

class will have between multiple jobs (for which you receive a

buying enough food) to stay alive and to acquire as many UTILs

negotiated salary, based oﬀ the minimum for the type of job and

as possible. You track these purchases and report them to the

your nation’s HDI level) to perform during this time, making the

Trade Minister, who records them for the nation as a whole

crops, clothing, luxury goods, structures (Lego improvements and

toward the end of the stage. Some nations will end up with a

Lincoln Logs housing) and manufactured goods that are sold in

trade deficit, while others will have a trade surplus (which is one

the next stage. Some students will also be hired by the teacher to

of the indicators reported each Era).

perform tasks at the World Bank, or to run things to diﬀerent
groups, as needed. They will receive additional pay for that.
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The simulation deviates from reality in that Utility points are set as

begins, whether you are willing to put your nation’s future at the

the same for each consumer who is participating, whereas we

mercy of a roll of the dice in the Battle Box.

know that actual utility of any given product or service will vary
significantly from person to person in the real world (I might
consider a streaming music service to be worth 10 monthly Utility
points, while you would give it 3 and rate Netflix as a 10, and so
on). As always, simulations are simplifications of realistic
elements. The thing to consider and discuss is whether and when
they become oversimplified to the point of working against the

The data from the Production and World Trade rounds is checked,
along the way, by auditors from another nation, and submitted to
the teacher (who will enter the data in the spreadsheet prior to the
next class, generating the new “Scoreboard”). And then, it all
repeats: the three roles of individual consumer, production worker
and government minister. Good luck to your nation and to you.

concepts we are trying to teach.
Nations have the opportunity to make World Announcements
during War and Diplomacy, which is the fourth stage of an Era. If
war is to be conducted, it must be formally declared during
Announcements. No more than 2 wars may be conducted in one
Era (lasting a maximum of 3 minutes each, so have your invasion
plan ready to go), and we will go in the order in which they are
declared. If there is only one war declared, it may run up to 4:30
in length. If no wars are declared, this stage is an opportunity to
strike important international agreements, such as free trade
agreements, labor agreements and resource concessions
contracts (these can also be happening in the background while
the teacher is overseeing any wars). Each of these can be
conducted and agreed to by the War & Diplomacy Minister (with
the permission of the Prime Minister). If war is conducted, the
War & Diplomacy Minister will roll the dice and carry out strategy,
as directed by the Prime Minister. Think carefully, before war
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Section 3

Indicators: “Scoreboard” and Strategy
CAN YOU REALLY “WIN” AT CIVILIZATION?
1. One of the major questions Economics &
State: Trade and Develop poses is the degree
to which a nation’s “success” can be captured
by statistical indicators that serve, in eﬀect,
as scores of a nation.
2. During the sim, we use indicators that are
based on actual economic indicators such as
HDI and GDP, along with an estimate of total
military strength (based on the number and
type of dice) and tallies of Utility and Prestige
rankings, based on what is built and
developed in the sim.
3. Each Era (besides the first) begins with an
updated “Scoreboard” of these indicators
projected on the front screen (along with the
updated world map). This information will
drive the National Strategy Meeting.
4. One significant focus of the Reflection Paper
you write and the Concluding Discussion in
which you participate at the end of the
simulation is centered upon questions about
the validity of such indicators (what they CAN
and CANNOT capture about what happened,
for example).

Here is a breakdown of the indicator “scores” we use in Economics & State:

HDI (Human
Development Index)

GDP
Contributes to HDI

LIFE EXPECTANCY
Contributes to HDI

LITERACY
Contributes to HDI

UTILITY
Reflects Citizen Happiness

Human Development Index is a measure that includes GNI
(in the sim we’ll use GDP), Life Expectancy and Literacy
rates. There are 3 levels in the sim, roughly approximating
more traditional agraria, industrializing and post-industrial
societies.
Gross Domestic Product = C + I + G + NX (X-M). In the sim,
we’ll report NX as “Trade Balance,” and limit GDP to domestic
production recorded in class.
Life Expectancy at Birth is the official measurement (how long
a person born in that nation today could be expected to live),
but we’ll use LE points (higher is better) for the indicator.
Literacy rates measure what percentage of the population
age 15 or older can read and write effectively in their native
language. In the sim, we use LIT points (higher is better).
Sum total of UTIL points acquired by a nation’s consumers
during World Trade (plus UTILs from public goods,
knowledge, structures) creates the score (higher = better)

PRESTIGE

Several of the structures, corporations or products in the sim
has a Prestige score attached to them. This indicator reports
the total of those Prestige points (higher is better).

MILITARY
STRENGTH

A rough approximation of military strength, this algorithm
combines total number of dice, power of the dice (red is best.
etc.), and factors in ICBMs and Brandenburg Gate as well.

TRADE BALANCE

Exports minus imports. Positive numbers indicate an overall
trade surplus, and negative numbers indicate an overall trade
deficit.
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Tips for improving specific scores
Your nation will discuss possible strategies for moving forward
and improving scores that are weak during the National Strategy

* Corporations (from East India Company to Apple) can be
founded to make lucrative new product trading cards (rings,
devices, cars, etc.) to sell.
* New crops (such as lettuce, tomatoes or pineapple) can be

Meeting near the start of an Era (and class period). The following

developed, by exchanging a Lego Farm (plus cash) and doing a

are some specific tips to consider for improving specific areas.

roll of the 8-sided dice for exploration, to provide additional

To improve ECONOMIC
GROWTH, consider . . .

GDP and exports during World Trade.
* New strategic resources (such as iron ore, gold, oil or
uranium) can be discovered, by exchanging a Lego Mine and
cash, to provide resource cards you can use for strategic
purposes, or trade to other nations.

* Lego Farms and Mines allow you to generate more tangible
resources (string, food paper, tissue paper, Legos, beads, tea
leaves) per Era, during Setup.
* Lego Modern Farms (HDI 2) and Tractors (HDI 3)
automatically produce trading cards of crops (except for

To improve LIFE EXPECTANCY,
consider . . .

Pineapple, which must be hand made and harvested) that you

* Building Lego Clinics and Hospitals (HDI 2), and exchanging

can sell during World Trade.

them for knowledge (Germ Theory) and various health-related

* Lego Factories (HDI 2) and Assembly Lines (HDI 3)

Public Goods investments: Public Immunizations (PG7), Social

automatically produce trading cards of clothing or appliances to

Security & Strong Safety Net (PG8) and Universal Health Care

sell later.

(PG9)

* Public Goods investments like Roads, Bridges & Ports (PG1),

* Ending any wars that may be causing significant casualties

Property Rights (PG3) and Non-Excessive Regulation (PG5)

* Making sure individual consumers in your nation are buying

can boost GDP numbers. You invest in these by building a Lego

enough food

Courthouse to trade in to the teacher, along with cash.
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To improve LITERACY,
consider . . .
* Building Lego Schools and Universities, and exchanging them
for new knowledge (including Higher Education) and to invest in
education-related Public Goods: Compulsory Elementary Ed
(PG4), Compulsory Secondary Ed (PG6), and Universal
University Education (PG9)

To improve UTILITY, consider . . .
* Encouraging individuals in your nation to buy more high-UTIL

movies during World Trade

To improve PRESTIGE,
consider . . .
* Building a Lego Palace and/or a Lego Tower of Greatness
* Building Lego Architecture Wonders (Brandenburg Gate, Big
Ben, White House, Eiﬀel Tower, United Nations, Sydney Opera
House), which usually require exchanging a Palace, Tower of
Greatness or Theater
* Founding corporations (East India Co., Tiﬀany & Co., Ford,
Boeing, Apple, Delta Airlines, Paramount Pictures, and others)

products (see the Data Values reference sheet for ideas); if few

* Invest in researching and developing more areas of

are available, develop them (Lego Factories & Assembly Lines;

Knowledge (from Higher Education to Microchips) by

corporations)

exchanging Lego Universities (plus cash) to learn them, or by

* Raising salaries, or lowering taxes, for your national

acquiring their Knowledge cards during World Trade or the

workers, in order to enable individuals to buy more high-UTIL

Hiring, Purchasing and Production stage

products
* Ending any lengthy and costly wars that are not going well
* Creating more and better housing with Lincoln Logs (more
structures increase capacity, and larger structures increase luxury,
for higher Utility eﬀects)
* Increase entertainment options by building a Lego Theater
(HDI 2) or two, or by encouraging citizens to buy Paramount

To strengthen your MILITARY,
consider . . .
* Building a Lego Barracks (costs money, resources + a Lego
structure) to exchange for additional green, purple or red dice
(your army gets larger in size)
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* Upgrading your dice from green (HDI 1) to purple (HDI 2), by
paying $25 and 1 Steel resource card per die being upgraded
* Upgrading your dice from purple (HDI 2) to red (HDI 3), by
paying $100, 3 Oil cards and 1 Boeing aircraft card to convert
THREE purple dice into THREE red dice (you cannot do one at a
time)
* Consider discovering strategic resources like Steel (needed
for purple dice) and Oil (needed for red dice) by exchanging a
Lego Mine for a Resource Roll of an 8-sided dice
* Consider founding Boeing (HDI 3) in order to develop planes
needed for red dice

Development: The importance of HDI
Economies that do not develop get left behind, and have fewer
good options. This has generally been true in the world, and is
often the case in the simulation as well. While the nations start
out in fairly equal situations (see Section 5 for details), choices
(and perhaps some good or bad luck) may soon alter the
situation. Consult the tips in this section to keep yourself headed
in the right direction with the goals that matter to you most. But
do not neglect the Big 3 of GDP (economic growth), Life
Expectancy and Literacy. Because each of these factors into the

To improve BALANCE OF

Human Development Index (HDI) level, the failure to invest in any

TRADE, consider . . .

Knowledge Cards

one of them could hold your nation back on the world stage.

* Developing more high-UTIL products (foods, luxury goods,
manufactured goods, corporate goods) for sale as exports

One way to increase your HDI is through researching and

*You could resort to protectionism (taxing competing foreign

developing new knowledge or technologies (or you can buy

goods), or discouraging imports, but this will likely hurt you in

them from other nations with Knowledge cards during either

other areas (e.g., Utility)

Hiring, Purchasing and Production or during World Trade). The
first nation to research a Knowledge advance receives the ability,
plus 2 extra Knowledge cards it can trade to other nations, while
the 2nd nation to develop that ability receives 1 card to trade. You
develop Knowledge by building an exchanging structures such as
Universities, Courthouses and Hospitals, plus cash (see the Lego
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section for details. Here we detail the 13 diﬀerent Knowledge
advances your nation can develop or acquire.

HDI 1 Knowledge Advances
KNOWLEDGE

IMAGE

HIGHER
EDUCATION

ARTICLES OF
INCORPORATION

INDUSTRIALIZATION

BENEFITS

HOW
ACQUIRED

LE1, LIT 1

Lego University
exchange #1 +
$100

Allows your
nation to found
corporations
GDP 1, LIT 0.5;
required to
advance to
HDI 2

Lego
Courthouse
exchange #2 (+
$100)
Lego University
exchange #1 +
$100

Industrialization MUST be learned, or your nation will remain at

HDI 2 Knowledge Advances
BENEFITS

HOW
ACQUIRED

FERTILIZER

Allows you to
build a Lego
Modern Farm

Lego University
exchange #2 (1
of 5 options;
choose 3) +
$140

BLAST
FURNACE

Allows you to
turn Iron Ore into
Steel resource
cards

Lego University
exchange #2 (1
of 5 options;
choose 3) +
$140

GERM THEORY

LE 4,
Prestige 0.5

Lego Hospital
exchange #1 +
$50

ELECTRIFICATION

GDP 1, LE 1, LIT
0.5, UTILs 3,
Prestige 1;
required to
advance to HDI 3

Lego University
exchange #2 (1
of 5 options;
choose 3) +
$140

ROTARY DRILL

Allows you to
turn discovered
oil into Oil
resource cards

Lego University
exchange #2 (1
of 5 options;
choose 3) +
$140

INTERNAL
COMBUSTION
ENGINE

Required to build
Lego Tractors
and to found
Ford or Car Co.

Lego University
exchange #2 (1
of 5 options;
choose 3) +
$140

KNOWLEDGE

HDI 1, limited to those goods options. You can research it or
acquire it as a Knowledge card, but it must not be ignored.
Similarly, Articles of Incorporation are crucial, because you cannot
found any corporations later on in the simulation without the
knowledge of how to use them.
Once you get to HDI 2, many more Knowledge advances become
available to you (see next table).

IMAGE
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Electrification is a requirement for moving your nation to HDI 3

As you can see, with the exception of Germ Theory, all

(where even bigger economic opportunities await).

Knowledge advances are opened by building and exchanging

HDI 3 Knowledge Advances
KNOWLEDGE

FLIGHT

CELLULOID
PROCESSING

NUCLEAR
FISSION

MICROCHIPS

IMAGE

Lego University structures, and adding significant cash from the
nation’s Treasury Bag. As your nation advances, labor costs rise
at the same time as Knowledge and Public Goods costs rise,

BENEFITS

HOW
ACQUIRED

which means you may need to make hard choices about the tax
individual consumers to be able to buy high-UTIL products with

Allows you to
found Boeing or
Delta; required
to buy Red Dice
or for citizens to
buy Air
Vacations

Lego University
exchange #3
(option) + $180
OR Lego
University
exchange #4 (+
$200) gets all
remaining HDI 3
advances

Allows you to
found
Paramount, and
citizens to buy
Feature Films

Same as above:
Lego University
Exchange #3
(+$180) or #4 (+
$200)

As we learned in class, public goods are services and

Allows nation to
build Lego ICBM
unit

Same as above:
Lego University
Exchange #3
(+$180) or #4 (+
$200)

Allows you to
found Apple or
Computer Co.,
and citizens to
buy Electronic
Devices

levels to set for your citizens, attempting to balance the desire for
the needs for the nation to be able to aﬀord to develop some of
those products itself, all while defending itself from potential
enemy nations. Tradeoﬀs . . .

Public Goods and development
infrastructure projects provided by governments that are nonexcludable and non-rival (everyone can use them, and benefit
from them, and usually one person’s use does not negatively
aﬀect another’s). While many people make reasonable arguments
about avoiding too much government intervention in markets (as
we saw during Microeconomics, in particular), economist Charles
Wheelan, in his book Naked Economics, argued this should be

Same as above:
Lego University
Exchange #3
(+$180) or #4 (+
$200)

balanced with an appreciation for the fact that relatively free
markets cannot exist at all without eﬀective public goods. In
addition, businesses in markets benefit from taxpayer-funded
infrastructure such as highways, ports, bridges, and so on. This
table of Public Goods was inspired by the chapter in his book
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that is dedicated to Developmental Economics, as most of
these public goods (which the possible exceptions of #10 and
#11) are mentioned as contributing positively to the economic
development of nations.

Public Goods that promote
ECONOMIC GROWTH (GDP)
By creating a stable environment for business activity (with
infrastructure support, respect for property rights, and minimally
corrupt governance, these goods give your GDP a boost (along
with some Utility benefits):
PUBLIC GOOD
DEVELOPMENT
PG1. ROADS,
BRIDGES & PORTS
PG2. EFFECTIVE
GOVERNMENT
INSTITUTIONS

PG3. PROPERTY
RIGHTS

PG5. NON-EXCESSIVE
REGULATION
(must be HDI 2)

Public Goods that promote
extend LIFE EXPECTANCY
These goods strengthen your public (and private) health oﬀerings,
which should usually improve life expectancy:
PUBLIC GOOD
DEVELOPMENT

BENEFITS

HOW ACQUIRED

PG7. PUBLIC
IMMUNIZATIONS
(must be HDI 2)

LE 4, UTILs 1

Exchange 3 Lego
Clinics +$115 for PG7

GDP 1, LE 3, UTILs 4

Lego Courthouse
exchange #4 + $140 +
1 Lego Clinic for PG9

GDP 2, LE 5, UTILs 5

Exchange 1 Lego
Hospital + 3 Lego
Clinics + $150 for
PG10

PG9. SOCIAL
SECURITY & STRONG
SAFETY NET
(must be HDI 2)

BENEFITS

HOW ACQUIRED

GDP 1, UTILs 2

Lego Courthouse
exchange #1 + $86
gets you PG1 and PG2

GDP 1, Prestige 1

Lego Courthouse
exchange #1 + $86
gets you PG1 and PG2

GDP 3, UTILs 1

Lego Courthouse
exchange #2 + $100
gets you PG3 + Articles
of Incorporation

GDP 3, UTILs 1

Lego Courthouse
exchange #3 + $122
(option: PG 5 or PG8)

PG10. UNIVERSAL
HEALTH CARE
(must be HDI 3)
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Public Goods that promote higher
LITERACY rates
These goods expand your educational oﬀerings to more people at
increasingly high levels, which should increase the percentage of
the population who can read and write at a number of diﬀerent
ages (age 15 is the usual measure):
PUBLIC GOOD
DEVELOPMENT
PG4. COMPULSORY
ELEMENTARY ED
(must be HDI 2)
PG6. COMPULSORY
SECONDARY ED
(must be HDI 2)
PG8. UNIVERSAL
SUFFRAGE &
CIVIL RIGHTS
(must be HDI 2)

BENEFITS

HOW ACQUIRED

LE 1, LIT 4, UTILs 1

Lego Schools
Exchange #1:
3 Schools + $102

LIT 4, UTILs 1

Lego Schools
Exchange #2:
3 Schools + $121

LE 1, LIT 3, UTILs 4

Lego Courthouse
Exchange #3:
1 Courthouse + $122
for PG8
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Section 4

The World of the Sim: Desks, Resources and Travel
SIX NATIONS IN A WORLD MADE OF DESKS
Every nation begins Era 1 receiving 2 large scoops of
Legos each Era (until the Legos run out) and 1 piece of
Clothing Paper. But nations start with EITHER String OR
Beads, and can grow EITHER Wheat OR Corn. Each
nation also receives one additional crop (lettuce,
tomatoes or pineapple) and one special resource (tea
leaves, gemstones or tissue paper). Here is the
breakdown by nation (in addition to Legos and clothing
paper):

Our world will be entirely located in the room. Each desk is a territory belonging to
a nation, and will be represented by squares on the World Map slide projected on
the main screen. Each square represents a territory in your state - a physical piece
of land that can be
controlled and used, and
that generates specific
resources (explained in
the profile to the left).

1. ORANGE: 1 bag of String + 1 crop paper of Corn + 1
crop paper of Tomatoes + 1 container of Tea Leaves

The arrows on the map

2. GREEN: 2 containers of Beads + 1 crop paper of Corn
+ 1 crop paper of Pineapple + 1 bag of Tissue Paper

Only nations connected

3. YELLOW: 1 bag of String + 1 crop paper of Wheat + 1
crop paper of Lettuce + 1 sheet of Gemstones (these
are NOT per Era)

exchange goods and

4. BLUE: 1 bag of String + 1 crop paper of Wheat + 1
crop paper of Pineapple + 1 bag of Tissue Paper
5. RED: 2 containers of Beads + 1 crop paper of Corn + 1
crop paper of Lettuce + 1 sheet of Gemstones (these
are NOT per Era)
6. PURPLE: 2 containers of Beads + 1 crop paper of
Wheat + 1 crop paper of Tomatoes + 1 container of Tea
Leaves

represent trade routes.
by a trade route can
make other deals. Nations
can draw new trade
routes on the map
throughout Economics & State by exchanging a Lego Ship (this will also gain your
nation an additional Travel Pass).
Each nation will begin either four or six desks. Some territories are unoccupied at
the beginning of the game, but can be taken with the creation of a Colonist unit (a
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combination of a Lego Ship and a Lego Barracks, plus cash, 3

Remember: You cannot move to a square OR communicate with

Food trading cards, and a small Lincoln Log house that must be

someone in a square that you cannot reach by a travel route on

built when the colonist student first arrives at the territory.

the world map, unless it is during World Trade and you are

Land

moving between areas where you have a trade route and ones
where you do not.
You must have a Travel Pass

Each of the 34 desks in the world generates tangible resources
and / or “special resources” (such as gemstones, tea, and tissue
paper). These resources are kept in your shoe box and/or in your

TRAVEL PASS

plastic Ark. The shoe box should be decorated with your national
name and with art to reflect your nation’s culture.
As one of the Four Factors of Production, Land (and its related

You must wear this pass around your neck when
you are travelling between “continents”. Failure
to do so will result in “death” and removal for the
remainder of the Era.

(in most cases, it is a yellow
card with a ship on it, worn
around the neck, but some
people have the blue pass
seen at left) in order to move,
either between squares in a

natural resources) is very important in Economics & State: Trade

single “continent” or along

and Develop. You will have to decide how valuable it is to grab

designated trade lines (the

available nearby land with Colonist units. If you don’t, another

lines on a map that will be displayed indicating routes between

nation probably will (and they will gain access to additional

continents). Your culture will receive one travel pass at the

resources). You will also have to decide how aggressively to

start of the game. You can build Ships (using Legos) to gain

defend your territory. Each nation starts out with enough Green

additional Travel Passes (so you can trade with more than one

Dice (the lowest level of military strength) to defend each starting

group at once) and open up new trade routes.

desk (nations

Movement
You cannot move freely about the room during any stage of
the simulation EXCEPT for World Trade, and during Setup.
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Chapter 2

Hiring &
Production:

Resources, Goods
and Infrastructure
You build your simplified world in ECONOMICS &
STATE from a few raw food and material resources,
such as string, beads, Legos, Lincoln Logs, food
paper (representing seeds and soil), and K’Nex (for
constructing advanced industrial products like cars,
planes and electronics). This section explains what
these resources represent and how to make
products and Lego improvements from them.
Therefore, it is an extremely useful guide as you are
learning and playing the simulation.

Section 1

Resources and Goods
THE TANGIBLE RESOURCES IN THE SIM
1. String: This is used to make beaded
necklaces (which represent luxuries and generate
a great deal of GDP).You get 1 bag of string per
Era, per String desk in your nation. The only way
to get more String than that per Era is to build a Lego
Farm and place it on a String desk for an extra bag.

2. Beads: These are used to make beaded
necklaces, of course. If you have a Beads

Three Types of Resources
The resources explained to the left are the tangible resources in the simulation
that are used to build actual goods during the Production Round of an Era. In
addition to these, there are special resources (tea leaves, tissue paper, and
gemstones, K’nex) that are also tangible but required to build corporate products

desk, you get 2 containers of Beads per Era.

like tea, gemstone rings, and planes, cars and computers. Then there are

3. Food Paper: There are 5 types of crops in the
simulation You will start with 2 of them. You get 1 sheet

strategic resources (Iron Ore / Steel, Oil, Gold, and Uranium) you can explore for

of Food Paper per Era (per Food Paper space in
your nation), of the types of food you’ve
domesticated. If you have a Farm, you get 2
Food sheets per Era (for pre-existing crops), and
a chance to develop new crops with a die roll.

4. Legos: These represent building materials for
infrastructure projects. You get 2 large scoops
of per Era. If you build a Mine, you get an extra
small scoop of Legos per Era, plus can roll the 8sided die to explore for Iron Ore, Oil or Uranium.

5. Lincoln Logs: These are used to build
housing for citizens and work diﬀerently
than the other resources.
6. Special Resources & Corporate
Resources: K’Nex (representing glass,
aluminum, plastics and more) to build
cars, planes & devices; gold resource
cards; gemstones for rings; tissue paper; tea leaves.

with Lego Mine exchanges (which also grant you more Legos per Era).
STRATEGIC
RESOURCE

WHAT IT UNLOCKS

HOW TO GET RESOURCE

OIL

Build HDI 3 Red Dice Armies; found
FORD, BOEING

Build a Lego Mine and exchange it
(with cash) for a roll of Discovery
Dice

URANIUM

Build ICBMs (with knowledge of
NUCLEAR FISSION)

Build a Lego Mine and exchange it
(with cash) for a roll of Discovery
Dice

GOLD

Used to create rings (Tiffany & Co.
can’t produce Gemstone Ring
sheets) without Gold resource cards

Build a Lego Mine and exchange it
(with cash) for a roll of Discovery
Dice

STEEL

Build HDI 2 Purple Dice Armies;
Build Lego Tractors; Build EIFFEL
TOWER

Build a Lego Mine and exchange it
(with cash) for a roll of Discovery
Dice
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Goods
These are the goods that will be made during the game to meet
the demands of your HDI each Era and earn GDP.

Beaded Necklaces (available to all HDI
levels)

Crops (available to all HDI levels)
Benefits: 1 GDP per 8 pieces grown (drawn) AND harvested
(cut out and stacked in 8s); each stack of 8 well-drawn crops
of the correct type will be exchanged for 1 Food trading card
of that crop. The table below shows the diﬀerent reference
designs for drawing the crops, and indicates their value in
terms of UTILs.

Benefits: Each beaded necklace earns your

Note that every type of crop that consumers purchase provides

economy 4 GDP and is exchanged for a

0.5 SURV points. The more SURV points generated helps to

Beaded Necklace trading card (3 UTILs),
to be sold during World Trade. After the
exchange happens, the necklace is broken

STARTING
NATIONS

UTILs

Wheat

Yellow, Blue,
Purple

0.5

Corn

Orange, Green,
Red

0.5

Lettuce

Yellow, Red

1

Tomatoes

Orange, Purple

2

Pineapple

Green, Blue

3

CROP

down into the a Beads bin at the front of the
room, and the string is damaged as

REFERENCE
DESIGN

minimally as possible, so that the string
length can be reused.
Constraints: There must be 36 beads of
at least 6 diﬀerent colors, arranged in a unique pattern.
Beaded necklaces represent not just jewelry but many diﬀerent
types of luxuries in a society. As such they serve as a symbol of
status and wealth.
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boost Life Expectancy, whereas a lack of SURVs can noticeably

crop paper each Era for those crops you already have

reduce that indicator score.

domesticated (up to a maximum of 3 sheets).

Each Era, nations receive 1 sheet of Crop Paper of the types they

While you do not have to be perfect in reproducing the reference

have when they begin. They draw the crops on a sheet that looks

drawings provided on the crop paper sheets, mediocre sketches

like this:

that are judged to be lacking in detail or quality will not count
Then farm workers cut

toward requirements or GDP.

out (harvest) the crops.

If you find yourself annoyed by drawing and cutting out corn and

They must be completely
cut out and organized in
stacks of 8 before
Production time expires in
order to be counted on
the nation’s Production
Tally Sheet.
The best way to increase the number of types of crops you
can produce is to build a Lego Farm and exchange it for a
chance to roll an 8-sided die to attempt to successfully
transplant one of the other crops to your nation (see the Lego
Farm explanation in the next section for more details). If it
succeeds, you’ll receive a piece of that type of crop paper
immediately, and you can grow and harvest it for trading cards in
the next Era. If it fails, you still get the other benefit of
exchanging a Lego Farm: you now receive 1 more piece of

wheat, you might try to get to HDI 2 and build a Modern Farm
(and add Tractors at HDI 3) to greatly reduce (or even eliminate)
the need to manually make food (Modern Farms produce 5 Corn
or Wheat trading cards per Era, while Tractors produce 5 Lettuce
or Tomatoes trading cards - IF you grow 1 of those crops).
Pineapples are not automated by either of these Lego
improvements. They are always hand-drawn, but they do
generate 3 UTILs for consumers who buy them.

Clothing (open to all HDI levels)
2 GDP per 3-piece male or female outfit you cut out and
carefully stack on the desk (before the Production time ends);
each 3-piece complete outfit stack can be exchanged after
Production for Clothing trading cards (2 UTILs).
While clothing is essential to survival in the real world, it is merely
OPTIONAL to have textile workers make it in the simulation. This
is mainly because making clothes is a real pain. You have to
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carefully cut out the premade shirts, pants/skirts, and shoes on

World Trade, possibly lifting your Utility score (increasing

the Clothing Paper template sheet, which looks like this:

contentedness, and reducing the chances of a rebellion).
If you really hate making clothing, but would like to sell those
trading cards for cold, hard cash, aim to get to HDI 2 and build a
Lego Factory, which automatically produces 5 Clothing trading
cards per Era. (See the Factory listing in the next section for more
details).

Lincoln Logs: Creating Housing
Capacity and Housing Comfort
Shelter is, of course, essential to survival. Going further, houses
have the opportunity to become something more, which may
meet psychological needs and allow us to thrive: a home. In
Each nation receives 1 sheet of Clothing Paper per Era. So, if

Economics & State: Trade and Develop, you construct housing

clothing is no fun to make, why would a nation choose to do it?

using Lincoln Logs. Each nation has a collective Lincoln Log box

There are at least 2 key reasons it MAY be a good idea. First, you

with butcher paper of their national color on it that is used by the

get more GDP, which is one of the three key areas for raising your

Home Builders your hire to create diﬀerent sizes and amounts of

HDI (which is one of the main objectives in the simulation). Since

housing in a given Era.

there are fewer total goods in the simulation in the early Eras,
clothing has more potential economic value then. Second, you
can generate another paying job (or two) by making clothing. This
gives your workers (if you employ your own citizens) more money
to spend on the UTILs they get from products they buy during

When you finish a Lincoln Log house during Production, raise
your hand and get the teacher’s attention (but be patient since
there is A LOT going on at the same time) to inspect it, and enter
the type and quality of the house into the spreadsheet. After that
is done, you can take down the house and put away the parts. If
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you have enough time to make a second (or third) house, go for it

If you are short on workers on a given day, or your Lincoln Log

(or shift your attention to completing a diﬀerent job you have been

expert is absent, you might consider just making a couple small

paid to do). Your nation’s housing capacity goes up, the more

housing units, and call it good (unless you have a large “eﬀective

houses you build. Also, the larger structures increase

population” - see below). It is true that the Medium and Large

capacity. But the elaborate structures also increase comfort

Housing Units generate considerably more GDP, UTILs and

for residents. Both of these factors - capacity and comfort -

SURVs (because they reflect a population with more housing

figure into the Utility score of your nation. Basically, if you have

capacity, reducing overcrowding and improving the quality of

too little Housing (people are cramped into small spaces), your
Utility score goes down. The opposite is true if there is plenty of

housing choices). But since you also have to make other
products, there is a tradeoﬀ in how much time you devote to

capacity and some nicer living spaces have been designed (the

building houses.

medium and large housing units).

NOTE: You do not have to precisely replicate this example Small

You can make any of the classifications of housing at any HDI

Housing Unit in the photo. The key idea is that a Small structure

level. The only limit is your time and creativity.

uses the smallest base pieces and should come close to what is

Small Housing Unit (Open to all HDI levels)

have a functioning roof over the main section (or ALL of a

shown here. However, be aware that ALL housing units must
Small Housing Unit), and windows are strongly preferred.

2 GDP, 1 UTILs, 0.25 SURVs
Built during Production Round
and audited; then broken down
and a new shelter is built (either
a 2nd structure in the same Era,
or a new house in the next Era).
Constraints: There should be a
window for ventilation, and a
fully covered roof (at least over the main housing area).
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Medium Housing Unit (Open to all HDI
levels)

square footage, perhaps with additional areas, or design
elements.

Large Housing Unit (Open to all HDI levels)

4 GDP, 2 UTILs, 0.5 SURVs
Built during Production Round and audited; then broken

6 GDP, 3 UTILs, 0.75 SURVs, 1 Prestige

down and a new shelter can be

Built during Production Round and audited; then broken

built (whether in the same Era, or

down and a new shelter is built (whether in the same Era, or

the next)

the next)

Constraints: Same as Small

Constraints: Use ALL, or almost all, of the pieces in the set in

Housing Unit, but aim to use

a manner that still resembles a housing unit; also, a Large

roughly half the pieces

Housing Unit will tend to be a little taller than a Medium

If you can spare the time for a
worker to build one or two Medium size Lincoln Log housing units

Housing Unit (another way to tell them apart). It is still a
judgment call, which will be made by the teacher.

- instead of a small one - you can more double your GDP and

This is for the state that has workers to spare, likes to show oﬀ, or

UTILs points for that round. So, if you have many workers that

has hired some seriously skilled Home Builders.

day - or exceptionally fast and skilled Construction Workers, you
might go for it even when you are at HDI 1 or 2 and you don’t

By choice, I have not included any photos of a Large Housing

have to reach this level.

Unit, and that is a probably good thing. Teams are being

Again, you do not have to duplicate the design in the photo

awesome to behold.

extremely creative with their designs for these structures, which is

above (in fact, it’s on the small side for a Medium Housing
Unit), but it gives you the idea that you should be using more
Lincoln Logs (roughly half of the total) and expanding the
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Section 2

Lego Infrastructure
You use Lego pieces to build infrastructure to improve your
nation. These infrastructure improvements have many eﬀects on

Different types of structures

GDP, Life Expectancy, Literacy, UTILs, Prestige, and more. All

There are 4 main classes of Lego structures: Exchange, Prestige/

improvements must be made from refined resources. This means

Utility, Productivity, and Wonders. Let’s take a closer look . . .

that you must first build the Corners and Beams and then build
your structures from these. Incorrectly made improvements will
not generate their intended eﬀects and will need to be
reconstructed the next Era.

Corners

EXCHANGE Lego Structures
STRUCTURE

EXCHANGE FOR . . .

SHIP

New trade route + Travel Pass

BARRACKS

The dice armies of your HDI (+ cash, resource costs)

MINE

8-sided roll of die to explore for Oil, Iron Ore, Uranium;
extra small scoop of Legos per Era

FARM

8-sided roll of die to develop additional crops; extra piece
of crop paper per Era of existing types of crops

COURTHOUSE

Exchange (+ cash) for PG1 and PG2; Articles of
Incorporation and PG3 (separately); PG 8 (separately);
PG9 (separately)

SCHOOL

Exchange 3 schools (+ cash) for PG4; 3 schools (+cash)
for PG 6 (separately)

UNIVERSITY

Exchange (+ cash) to research Higher Ed +
Industrialization; exchange (+ cash) for 3 of the HDI 2
Knowledge cards; exchange (+cash) for 1 HDI 3
Knowledge card + PG11 (separately); more

CLINIC

Exchange 3 clinics (+ cash) for PG7; also part of PG10

HOSPITAL

Exchange (+ cash) for Germ Theory; exchange (+ cash &
3 clinics) for PG10

HOW TO BUILD: Connect two 8-prong (2x4) bricks to make an L
shape. Connect the 4-prong (2x2) bricks to complete a solid L.

Beams
HOW TO BUILD: Connect two 8-prong bricks to make a step.
Connect the 4-prong bricks into the gaps to make a line.
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Ship

resources) for Green, Purple or Red Dice

Open to all HDI levels

the outside, surrounding 2 beams in the center. Top = 4 corners

0.5 GDP, 0.5 UTILs, 1 Prestige

OR 4 beams, centered.

HOW TO BUILD A BARRACKS: Base = 4 corners placed around

Exchange during Production for 1 Travel
Pass and 1 new Trade Route you may draw on the World Map

TYPE OF DICE

HDI/MILs

COST

HOW TO BUILD A SHIP: Base: 4 Corners; Middle: 2 Beams; Top:

GREEN

1 (+0.5 MILs

Exchange 1 Barracks + $90 = 3 GD

PURPLE

2 (+1 MILs

RED

3 (+2 MILs

1 Beam.
You can gain great benefits from a Ship during the next round:
1) AN ADDITIONAL TRAVEL PASS FOR YOUR CULTURE:
Enables one more person to move along legal trade routes
during Stage 2 to negotiate deals or initiate wars.

per die)

Exchange 1 Barracks + $120 +
3 Steel cards = 3 PD

per die)

per die)

Exchange 1 Barracks + $160 + 3 Oil
cards + 1 Boeing Aircraft card = 3 RD

You can see the diﬀerence in military capability of the diﬀerent
types of dice in the table below:

2) A NEW TRADE ROUTE ON THE MAIN SCREEN MAP: You get
to designate a new nation with whom you want to have a trade
route. A line will be drawn on the map showing the new route.
It can be opened at both ends (which means both cultures can
use the route) or closed at the other culture’s end (which means
only your nation can use the route to reach them).

Barracks
Open to all HDI levels
0.5 GDP, 0.25 UTILs
Exchange during Production

(plus cash and required
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Mine

Farm

Open to all HDI levels

Open to all HDI levels

2 GDP

2 GDP

Exchange during Production to: (a) upgrade the amount of

Exchange during Production to: (a) upgrade the number of

Legos (from 2 large to 2 Large + 1 Small Scoop per Era;

pages of Crop Paper you get each Era for existing crops from

maximum of 2 Large + 1 Medium scoop per Era); (b) to

1 to 2 pages (maximum of 3 pages per Era); (b) to conduct a

conduct a Resource Roll (a roll of an 8-sided die to try to

Crop Transplant Roll (a roll of an 8-sided die to try to

discover Iron Ore, Oil or Uranium resource cards)

establish a new type of crop you can grow in your culture)

HOW TO BUILD A MINE: Base = 4 Corners; Top = 4 Beams.

HOW TO BUILD A FARM: Base = 2 parallel Beams with an
equivalent gap between them and 1 beam crossing them at the

NUMBER
ROLLED

RESOURCE
DISCOVERED

CARDS PER ERA
PER DESK

1

Iron Ore (Steel)

2*

2

Oil

2**

3

Uranium

1

4

Gold

2

5

NOTHING

--

6

Iron Ore (Steel)

3*

7

Oil

3**

8

Gold

3

(Note: * = w/ knowledge of Blast Furnace; ** = w/ knowledge of Rotary Drill)

top; Middle = 4 Corners; Top = 2 Corners OR 2 Beams.
NUMBER
ROLLED

RESOURCE
DISCOVERED

PAGES PER ERA

1

Wheat

1

2

NOTHING

--

3

Corn

1

4

Tea Leaves

1 container (1 time)

5

Lettuce

1

6

NOTHING

--

7

Tomatoes

1

8

Pineapple

1
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Courthouse

School

Open to all HDI levels

Open to all HDI levels

1 GDP, 1 UTILs (structure itself)

1 GDP, 3 Literacy, 1 UTILs

Exchange during Production for one of four

Exchange schools for the Public Goods

combinations of Knowledge discoveries and/or Public Goods

education packages in the table below

developments that boost the economy (GDP) and Utility

HOW TO BUILD A SCHOOL: Base = 2 Corners; Top = 1 Corner

HOW TO BUILD A COURTHOUSE: Base = 4 Corners (interlock
the first 2 so they look like 2 Beams from above, then place 2

(You must use Blue & Green bricks on the top of a School).

Corners around them on the back side); Middle = 2 corners on

SCHOOL
EXCHANGES

DETAILS

the ends, jutting oﬀ the back by 1 row; Top = 2 parallel Beams

#1

Exchange 3 schools (+$102) for PG4
(Compulsory Elementary Education)

#2

Exchange 3 schools (+$121) for PG6
(Compulsory Secondary Education)

centered on top of the back middle layer.
BASE:

SIDE VIEW:

Clinic
Open to all HDI levels
COURTHOUSE
EXCHANGED

DETAILS

#1

Exchange (+$86) for PG1 (Roads, Bridges &
Ports) and PG2 (Effective Gov’t Institutions)

#2

Exchange (+$100) for Articles of Incorporation
Knowledge card + PG3 (Property Rights)

#3

Exchange (+$122) for PG5 (Non-Excessive
Regulation) OR PG 8 (Universal Suffrage & Civil
Rights) if HDI 2 or higher

#4

Exchange (+$140 AND 1 Clinic) for PG9 (Social
Security & Strong Safety Net) if HDI 3 or higher

1 GDP, 3 Life Expectancy, 1 UTILs
HOW TO BUILD A CLINIC: Base = 2 Corners; Top = 1 Corner
(You must use Red & White bricks on top of a Clinic).
CLINIC
EXCHANGES

DETAILS

#1

Exchange 3 clinics (+$115) for PG7 (Public
Immunizations)

Others

Part of the exchange (w/ Courthouse + cash) for
PG9, and for PG10 (3 clinics, 1 Hospital, cash)
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University

to be capitalized in the form of private businesses. Second, they

Open to all HDI levels

in a population.

provide a way to increase the number of specialized professionals

2 GDP, 5 Literacy, 2 UTILs, 1 Prestige
Exchange (with cash) for Knowledge
cards and Public Goods programs in
the combinations described in the
table below.

In the simulation, here’s what that looks like:
UNIVERSITY
EXCHANGED

DETAILS

#1

Exchange (+$100) for Higher Education and
Industrialization (required in order to reach HDI 2)

#2

At HDI 2, exchange (+$140) for any THREE of
the HDI 2 Knowledge Cards (choices include:
Fertilizer, Blast Furnace, Rotary Drill,
Internal Combustion Engine, and
Electrification - which is required to move to HDI 3)

#3

At HDI 3, exchange (+$180) for any ONE HDI 3
Knowledge Card (choices include: Flight,
Celluloid Processing, Nuclear Fission,
Microchips)

#4

At HDI 3, exchange (+$200) for any
REMAINING HDI 3 Knowledge Cards
(possibilities include: Flight, Celluloid
Processing, Nuclear Fission, Microchips)
PLUS PG11 Universal University Education

HOW TO BUILD A UNIVERSITY: You need a total of 5 beams and
6 corners to build this structure. Base = Place 2 corners adjacent
to 1 beam, forming a long C-shaped section; 2nd level: Place 2
beams on top of the corners to join them to the first beam; 3rd
level: Place 2 corners against

IMPORTANT NOTE REGARDING
ALL EXCHANGE IMPROVEMENTS:
ONLY AFTER you have brought
an exchange improvement to
the front table to be checked
into the production
spreadsheet and given
approval by the Teacher or an
oﬃcial Auditor, you will break
down the Lego Improvement
into separate pieces in the
front Lego bin. Do not leave
any Corners or Beams. Break
everything all the way down.

the bottom corners, with the
bend facing inward; Top =
Place 2 beams on top of the
center section to complete
the tower.
Universities serve crucial dual
purposes in modern
societies. First, they generate
research that can improve
the base of knowledge and
technological capability,
allowing both of those assets
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Hospital

PRESTIGE / UTILITY Structures

Open to HDI 2 and above
3 GDP, 5 Life Expectancy, 2 UTILs,
0.5 Prestige
Exchange (with cash) for
Knowledge cards and Public Goods programs related to
health care
HOW TO BUILD A HOSPITAL: You need 6 corners and 3 beams
for this project. Bottom: Four corners (place 2
corners together and 2 other corners together
opposite them, making two rectangles. Middle: Take
3 beams and place one on the outer long edge of
one rectangle (on the longer side). Place the other
beam on the other rectangle like the previous beam.

STRUCTURE

WHY VALUABLE

PALACE

4 Prestige; required for Brandenburg Gate and Big Ben
(but not exchanged); can be exchanged for White House,
United Nations Headquarters

TOWER OF
GREATNESS

2 Prestige for every 4 levels in height; can be exchanged
for Big Ben or Eiffel Tower

THEATER

4 UTILs per Era + 1 Prestige; can be exchanged for
Sydney Opera House

Palace
Open to all HDI levels
2 GDP, 4 Prestige
Makes it possible to build
Brandenburg Gate and Big Ben;

Place the 3rd beam horizontally, connecting both rectangles in

required in exchange (+ cash & other requirements) to

the center. Top: Add the last 2 corners facing each other on the

construct the White House or United Nations Headquarters

top.

HOW TO BUILD A PALACE: Base = 4
Corners placed with space for 4 Beams in

HOSPITAL
EXCHANGED

DETAILS

#1

At HDI 2, exchange (+$50) for Germ Theory
Knowledge Card

#2

At HDI 3, exchange (+$150 AND 3 Lego Clinics)
for PG10: Universal Health Care

between and protruding (see photo).
Middle = 4 corners placed so they make a
square on top of the base. Top = 3 beams
side by side (see photo).
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Tower of Greatness
Open to all HDI levels
2 GDP, 1 UTILs and 2 Prestige for every 4
levels in height
At HDI 2 or above, required as exchange
(+ cash and other requirements) to build
Big Ben (4 levels tall) or Eiﬀel Tower (6
levels tall)
HOW TO BUILD A TOWER OF GREATNESS:
Base = 4 Corners or Beams (in combination).
Pattern repeats.

PRODUCTIVITY Lego Structures
STRUCTURE

WHY VALUABLE

MODERN FARM

Automatically produces 5 trading cards per Era of either
WHEAT or CORN (per Modern Farm)

TRACTORS

Automatically produces 5 trading cards per Era of either
LETTUCE or TOMATOES (per pair of Tractors)

FACTORY

Automatically produces 5 trading cards per Era of
CLOTHING (per Factory)

ASSEMBLY LINE

Automatically produces 5 trading cards per Era of
APPLIANCES (per Assembly Line)

Modern Farm
Available to HDI 2 and above
4 GDP, 1 Life Expectancy, 0.5 UTILs

Theater

STAYS ON DESK EACH ERA (no

Open to HDI 2 and above

5 trading cards of WHEAT or CORN

2 GDP, 4 UTILs and 1 Prestige

per Era

At HDI 3, required as exchange

There is a national limit of 3 Modern Farms for any 1 crop

exchange); automatically generates

(+ cash and other requirements) to
build Sydney Opera House
HOW TO BUILD A THEATER: Base = Place 5 beams in the center
and 2 corners (one on each end). Middle = 2 stacks of beams
placed side by side along the back of the base. Top = 1 beam
centered on the 2 stacks, to hold it together.

HOW TO BUILD A MODERN FARM: Build a normal Farm, and
ADD extra level of 1 Beam as the new Top.
NOTE: Modern Farms may only be placed on a desk that has
previously produced Food Paper, Clothing Paper, or String.
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Tractors

produces 5 trading cards of CLOTHING per Era

Open to HDI 3 only AND

Beams; Top = 2 Corners.

must have knowledge of
Internal Combustion Engine
AND must turn in 3 Steel
cards
6 GDP, 1 Life Expectancy, 0.5 UTILs
STAYS ON DESK EACH ERA; 2 Tractor units combine

HOW TO BUILD A FACTORY: Base = 4 Corners; Middle = 3

NOTE: Factories may only be placed on desks that have
previously produced Legos or Beads. There may only be 1
Factory per desk, but a Factory and a Mine CAN co-exist on a
Lego-producing square.

(rimshot!) to automatically generate 5 trading cards of

Assembly Line Factory

LETTUCE or TOMATOES (NOTE: must have ability to grow

Open to HDI 3 only AND requires knowledge

one of those in order to generate the automatic food)

of Electrification

National Limit of 3 pairs of Tractors for any 1 crop type

9 GDP, 0.5 UTILs, 0.5 Prestige

HOW TO BUILD TRACTORS (must make 2 and set them next to
one another): Base = Two Beams, with a gap in between. Place 1
Corner on top (centered in the middle). Repeat for 2nd tractor.
NOTE: Tractors may only be placed on a desk that has previously
produced Food Paper, Clothing Paper or String.

Factory
Open to HDI 2 and above AND must have
knowledge of Industrialization
7 GDP
STAYS ON DESK EACH ERA; automatically

STAYS ON DESK EACH ERA; automatically
produces 5 trading cards of Appliances (4
UTILs) per Era
HOW TO BUILD AN ASSEMBLY LINE: Build a Factory (see
directions above), then (a) add 1 beam on top of the lower section
so that the roof is flat across the top, and (b) add 1 beam across
the center of the top of the roof (giving it a mohawk look).
NOTE: Assembly Lines, like Factories, may only be placed on
desks that have previously produced Legos OR Beads.
IMPORTANT: An Assembly Line and a Factory CAN co-exist on a
Lego square or Beads square desk.
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Legos!) and exchange it for a Weapons of Mass Destruction card,

STRATEGIC Lego

which can be placed on a desk by the War Minister (with the

structure:

“destroyed” and removed from the simulation for good (beware

ICBM

will be “dead” (becoming a Helper to the teacher until they can be

Must be at HDI 3 AND have knowledge of

Prime Minister’s approval) and everything on that desk will be
the diplomatic consequences!) The person seated at that desk
reborn into a diﬀerent nation). WMDs are most eﬀective when
used for deterrence (to prevent an attack), not for attack.

Nuclear Fission AND trade in 1 Uranium card
AND $180 AND written summary statement of definitions of
terms “nuclear deterrence” and “mutually assured
destruction”
1 GDP, 4 Prestige, 3 Military points
Exchange during Production for 1 Weapon of Mass
Destruction (WMD) card

Lego Architecture Wonders
There are some Wonders of the World that can be “built” by
states that are first in their world to complete the correct
prerequisites. Actually, these buildings have been pre-constructed

HOW TO BUILD AN ICBM: Base = 4 interlocking Corners; Middle

in advance and are part of the Lego Architecture series (based on

Sections = 4 layers made up of 2 Beams each; Top = 1 Beam

real world landmarks). There is one actual, physical model of the

(centered).

Wonder to be shared among all the class periods. It is carefully
moved into position at the start of the period and it is the first

ICBM stands for Intercontinental Ballistic Missile. It is an

thing to be carefully removed by the teacher before the end of it.

extremely destructive nuclear weapon that can be fired, more or

If any pieces come lose from any Lego Architecture Wonder,

less, anywhere in the world, and that carries a massive payload.

report it immediately and help search for them.

While chemical and biological weapons are also considered
WMDs (Weapons of Mass Destruction), in this game the WMD
you can build is an ICBM. You build it out of Legos (a LOT of
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Brandenburg

Big Ben

Gate

Requirements to build: HDI 2 AND must have a

Requirements to build: HDI 1

trade route with a Ship AND trade in a Lego

AND trade in 2 Beams and 2

Tower of Greatness (height 4)

Corners AND must have top 3

Benefits: 1.5 GDP, 5 Prestige, 2 UTILs

Military rating AND must have

Special ability: Prevents the possibility of a

a Palace
Benefits: 1.5 GDP, 5 Prestige, 4 Military
Special ability: All defending dice (only), regardless of actual
color, act as Red defending dice (they roll twice, get the
higher number of those, and win ties against all colors of
attackers), but ONLY in territories on the state’s home
continent
Construction cost: $200 from state Treasury

Palace (no trade in required) and have created a

Communist revolution (from Random Events
cards) and generates 1 container “Tea Leaves”
per Era (until they run out)
Construction cost: $225 from state Treasury

Oﬃcially known as the Elizabeth Tower (since 2012), this famous
landmark in London, England is more famous for its nickname,
Big Ben. Construction was completed in 1858 for the building
originally known as “Clock Tower.” It was attached to the Palace
of Westminster (also known as the Houses of Parliament), which

The actual Brandenburg Gate is in Berlin, Germany. It is the last

was largely destroyed by fire in 1834. When the Palace was

remaining gate (out of an original 18) from a defensive wall that

renovated and partially reconstructed, the

protected the kingdom of Prussia’s capital city. As you pass

decision was made to add a tall clock tower,

through the gates, it takes you onto Unter den Linden, the main

which became the iconic Big Ben (perhaps the

thoroughfare of Berlin. In the days of Prussia, the King’s Palace

most famous image in London).

was at the opposite end of Unter den Linden.
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White House

Eiffel Tower

Requirements to build: HDI 2 AND Articles of Incorporation AND

Requirements to build: HDI 2

must have built a Factory and Theater AND must trade in a Palace

AND trade in 3 Steel cards AND

Benefits: 1 GDP,

trade in Tower of Greatness of at

5 Prestige, 1 UTILs

least six levels in height AND

Special ability: When

must have had a 75+ GDP score

exchanging a Lego Mine

in previous round

to discover new strategic
resources, or a Lego Farm
to attempt to transplant a
new crop successfully to its nation, the nation that owns the
White House may TWICE choose which resource it gets (but it will
be at the lowest published quantity per Era)
Construction cost: $195 from state Treasury

Benefits: 3 GDP, 7 Prestige,
3 UTILs
Special ability: Automatically
generates 5 Eiﬀel Tower Cruise
Vacation cards (4 UTILs) per Era,
which you can sell during World Trade
Tax cost: Must pay $300 from Treasury to construct

The White House is, of course, famous as the residence and
workspace of the President of the United States. There are 132

The actual Eiﬀel Tower is, of course, in Paris, France, where it has

rooms, 35 bathrooms and 6 floors in the White House (counting 2

become an icon of the city and one of the world’s most frequently

underground levels). It generates tourism (about 6,000 daily

visited tourist sites. Construction began in 1887 and was

visitors) and gives your capitol city a look that is distinct from

concluded in 1889, in time for the World’s Fair held in Paris in that

those limited to a standard Lego Palace.

year.
The tower has three observation decks, each of which can be
seen in this Lego design. Four sets of elevators take visitors to
the observation decks on the actual Eiﬀel Tower. If you “build”
Eiﬀel, use extreme care when handling it, to avoid breaking it.
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United Nations Headquarters

prestige and reflecting power). Besides serving as headquarters
for the UN, it also houses the General Assembly hall (front left).

Requirements to build:
HDI 3 AND trade in a
Palace AND 2 Steel

Sydney Opera House

cards AND Flight

Requirements to build: HDI 3 AND

knowledge AND must

trade in a Theater AND Flight

have of the top 2 GDP

knowledge AND top 3 Prestige

scores and top 3
Military scores in the
previous Era
Benefits: 1 GDP, 8 Prestige; plus, the founding nation
becomes a permanent member of the Security Council (along
with the two states that have the next highest GDP and
Military scores, if at HDI 2 or 3), granting you a veto over any

score in the previous Era
Benefits: 1.5 GDP, 5 Prestige,
3 UTILs
Special ability: Automatically generates 5
Sydney Opera House Cruise Vacation trading cards (4 UTILs) per
Era, which can be sold during World Trade
Tax cost: Must pay $280 to construct

UN Security Council resolutions

Certainly the most famous manmade landmark in Australia, the

Special ability: You can call United Nations meetings during

Sydney Opera House is only a little over 40 years old, having

the War round (Stage 5) AND if another state nukes the home

been completed in 1973. The winning design by Danish architect

desk of the UN, they are instantly eliminated from the
simulation (losing participation points)
Tax cost: Must pay $290 to construct

Jørn Utzon was actually selected in 1957. It is estimated that 1.2
million people per year view at least one of the 1,500
performances a year in one of the several performance venues
housed in the magnificent structure, which sits on the harbor.

The actual United Nations building is in New York City, in the
USA. While it certainly draws tourists, it is far more important as
the headquarters of much international diplomacy (yielding
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Section 3

Corporate Products
WHY FOUND CORPORATIONS?
1. They increase economic growth: Since each
corporation contributes at least some extra GDP
each Era, you can increase your scores in that
area by founding them.
2. They create new jobs for your citizens: Who
knows what hidden talent we may discover when
students attempt to create planes from K’nex,
come up with movie concepts and posters in 20
minutes or less, or design gemstone rings? Either
way, you have more jobs for which to hire, which
can lead to more money for your citizens to
spend on UTILs during World Trade.
3. They increase Prestige: While some oﬀer more
Prestige than others (think pioneering companies
like East India Co., Ford, and Apple), each
contributes to a higher score in this area.

Corporations
How to found corporations
In order for your state to found any corporations at all, you must unlock Articles of
Incorporation (T2) by using Treasury money or by trading to acquire the
knowledge from a state that already has it (you can trade for a Knowledge Card to
avoid paying to research the knowledge or tech yourself). In addition, you must
make sure you already have the prerequisite technologies and resources
unlocked. If you have those met, you can found an unclaimed corporation by
paying the Treasury cost during the Purchasing & Hiring Round. As your state
creates corporations, the Labor & Production Minister will conduct the hiring for
the new jobs created, and oversee production (just as they do with already existing

4. They give you more products to sell as
exports to improve Trade Balance, and
generate more profits: If you are content to sit
back and wait for other nations to found the
corporations and make the high-UTIL products,
you could be missing out on some significant
profits, along with some strategic opportunities.

national products). If a nation has enough corporations that it becomes too much

5. Some of them oﬀer extra abilities (read up on
Boeing and Apple, for example).

privately owned and the only way the government gets their profits for itself is

6. They can make the simulation more fun. If
you’re tired of clothes, food and necklaces . . .

for one person to handle, a Corporate Minister position can be created (with its
own salary) in nations with more than 4 people.
Although it would never work this way in real life, the corporate profits go back to
the nation’s Treasury, for purposes of simplicity. In real life, corporations are
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through corporate income taxes, or other taxes or regulatory fees

The East India Company was, in a sense, the world’s first major

placed on businesses, but we’re trying to minimize complexity

corporation. It was a joint-stock company that traded in tea.

and “pain points”Remember, our main goal is to create situations

There is considerable prestige in being the first major corporation

of scarcity, force you to recognize tradeoﬀs and weight

(3 points per turn). Plus, you get in on a burgeoning market.

opportunity costs, and then make a choice anyway. In other
words, it’s more important that you get a chance to think more
like an economist than that we closely and realistically simulate
most aspects of the economy.
Here are the corporations in the simulation, and the products they
can create.

SPECIAL RESOURCE

Tea is the second most consumed beverage in the world, after
water. In the United States alone, the industry generated a little
more than $10 billion in 2014.

Tea Company (open to all HDI levels)
Available to found one Era after East India Co. is founded
Requirements: Must have Articles of Incorporation AND

CORPORATIONS:

1 container of Tea Leaves AND $90 cash

East India Company

Benefits: 0.5 GDP, 1 Prestige

(open to all HDI levels)

Product: Create bags of tea to convert into Tea Trading Cards

Requirements: Must have Articles of
Incorporation AND 1 container of Tea
Leaves AND $100 cash
Benefits: 1 GDP, 3 Prestige
Required inputs: Tea Leaves, Tissue

Required inputs: Tea Leaves, Tissue Paper, String, stapler
(3.5 UTILs) to sell during World Trade
We just pointed out how lucrative tea is as a market. You may not
be first, but you can get in on the action and oﬀer a product that
is almost as valuable to consumers.

Paper, String, stapler
Product: Create bags of tea to
convert into East India Co. Tea
Trading Cards (4 UTILs) to sell
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Tiffany and Company (open to all HDI levels)
Requirements: Articles of
Incorporation AND Gemstones
AND 1 Gold resource card AND
$100 cash
Benefits: 1 GDP, 2 Prestige
authorized to produce diamond
rings to sell during World Trade
AP
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Required inputs: Gold resource cards (exchange for BLANK
Tiﬀany & Co. Gemstone Ring cards), Gemstones
Product: Arrange Gemstones (see details below) on actual
product card, which is sold during World Trade as Tiﬀany &
Co. Gemstone Ring product card (5 UTILs)
Can you make money selling diamond rings?
Indeed! As of 2013, Tiﬀany & Co. generated

K’NEX ENGINEERING CORPORATIONS:

revenue of $1.2 billion, pulling in earnings of

Ford Motor Co. (HDI 2 and above)

$180 million.
The next infographic shows you how many
gems you need of each type and size to justify

Requirements: Articles of
Incorporation AND Internal

the 5 UTILs value of the product card. The gemstones are self-

Combustion Engine knowledge

adhesive and should be attached to the product card itself in a

AND 3 Steel resource cards AND

specifically designed pattern (except for larger single gemstone

$100 cash

arrangements).

Benefits: 1.5 GDP, 4 Prestige
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Required inputs: Only the initial resources and knowledge

Product: Design cars using K’nex during the Production

listed under Requirements (no ongoing requirements)

stage; the teacher will award between 1 and 10 Car trading

Product: Design cars using K’nex during the Production

cards (5 UTILs) per car, depending upon quality of design.

stage; the teacher will award between 1 and 10 Ford Car
trading cards (6 UTILs) per car, depending upon quality of
design.

Boeing (HDI 3 only)

Founded by Henry Ford in Dearborn, Michigan, in 1903, the Ford

Requirements: Articles of

Motor Company became the company most associated in the

Incorporation AND Flight

popular imagination with mass production

AND Internal Combustion

by the assembly line. Ford was able to

Engine AND 3 Oil resource

make the first consistently aﬀordable motor

cards AND $200 cash

car with the Model T (you’ll love it any color,

Benefits: 2 GDP, 4

especially black; it didn’t come in any
other!) Since then, Ford has continued to be
one of the world’s largest auto makers, despite requiring some
government assistance during the economic meltdown in
2008-10.

Car Company (HDI 2 and above; available AFTER
Ford has been founded)
Requirements: Articles of Incorporation AND Internal
Combustion Engine knowledge AND 3 Steel resource cards
AND $90 cash
Benefits: 1.5 GDP, 2 Prestige
Required inputs: Only the initial resources and knowledge

Prestige + automatically
grants trade routes to every other nation in the world + a
one-time bonus of 2 red dice
Required inputs: Only the initial requirements
Product: Design planes using K’nex during the Production
stage; the teacher will award between 1 and 10 Boeing
Aircraft trading cards per plane, depending upon quality of
design
Note: Customers of Boeing in the simulation are governments
(aiming to build Red Dice military dice) and Delta Airlines
(aiming to oﬀer Vacation by Air trading cards); they are not
sold to be sold to consumers, and oﬀer no UTILs to buyers

listed under Requirements (no ongoing requirements)
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Founded in Seattle, Washington in 1916, Boeing has become one

Apple II personal computer. The 1984 introduction of the

of the world’s largest aerospace

Macintosh computer and operating system brought licensed

manufacturers, the second largest

research concepts from Xerox’s labs (such as the graphic user

defense contractor globally, and is

interface and mouse) to the public for the first

hanging in there as the largest exporter

time. But it wasn’t until smaller, sleeker

company in the United States, by total

products like the PowerBook (and now

value of the exports.

MacBook) laptop line, the iPod music player,
the iPhone, and the iPad that Apple became

Apple (HDI 3 only)

an enormous success. It has now posted 5 of
the 8 most profitable financial quarters in

Requirements: Articles of Incorporation

business history and, at time of publication, has the largest

AND Microchips AND $100 cash

market capitalization value of any company in the world.

Benefits: 2 GDP, 4.5 Prestige, plus it
unlocks all remaining knowledge cards
Required inputs: Only the initial
requirements

Computer Company (HDI 3 only)
Requirements: Articles of Incorporation AND Microchips AND

Product: Design computers, laptops, smartphones and

$100 cash

tablets using K’nex during the Production stage; the teacher

Benefits: 1.5 GDP, 2.5 Prestige

will award between 1 and 10 Apple Electronic Devices trading

Required inputs: Only the initial requirements

cards (5 UTILs) per device, depending upon quality of design

Product: Design computers, laptops, smartphones and
tablets using K’nex during the Production stage; the teacher

Starting out in 1976 as Apple

will award between 1 and 10 Electronic Devices trading cards

Computer, the company founded

(4 UTILs) per device, depending upon quality of design

in Cupertino, California by Steve
Jobs, Steve Wozniak and Ron

No reason to leave the lucrative devices market to Apple alone.

Wayne, created a big hit with the

Get in there and make some money already!
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ADDITIONAL CORPORATIONS:

Paramount Pictures (HDI 3 only)
Requirements: Articles of
Incorporation AND Celluloid
Processing AND $100 cash

major film studios to still be in operation
today.
Can you create the next Saturday Night
Fever, Raiders of the Lost Ark or How to
Train Your Dragon for Paramount? Gosh,
we’d probably just be happy to get

AND some (reasonably)

something like Footloose. Better get

good ideas and quick art

cooking on those ideas, producer.

and design skills
Benefits: 1 GDP, 4 Prestige
Required inputs: Only the initial requirements

Delta Airlines

Product: Develop a film story idea, creating a title, selecting

(HDI 3 only)

film stars, designing a quick digital or hand-drawn sketch of a

Requirements: Articles of

film poster for it (include at least a one sentence tagline on

Incorporation AND Flight

the poster, and jot down a 25-second-or-less elevator pitch of

AND $100 cash AND 1

the idea); the teacher will award

Boeing Aircraft card

between 1 and 10 Paramount Pictures

Benefits: 1 GDP, 2 Prestige

Feature Films trading cards (4 UTILs)

Required inputs: Boeing Aircraft cards

per film poster, depending upon quality

Product: Each Boeing Aircraft plane bought and exchanged

of design and overall idea.

to the teacher during Production turns into 5 Eiﬀel Tower or
5 Sydney Opera House Vacation By Air trading cards (5 UTILs

Yeah, we may be getting a little crazy

each)

here, but we wanted to have some
creative work available in the simulation

The oldest continually operating U.S. airline provides an

too. Paramount was one of the earliest

opportunity to create high-UTIL products for little work.
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Chapter 3

World Trade Coming soon
Every person in the simulation is also an individual
consumer, who uses their salary to purchase
produce to survive and products to gain Utility. At
the end, we tally up who earned the most money
and acquired the most UTILs. But individual
consumers’ choices of purchases also aﬀect the
nation’s Trade Balance rating (Exports minus
Imports) and its national Utility rating (which aﬀects
things like Random Events and could even lead to
rebellions, if the indicators are too low.

Chapter 4

War &
Revolution
Your nation will need an eﬀective government
structure that will provide leadership. You will select
a Prime Minister to direct three other government
leaders: the Labor & Production Minister, the Trade
Minister and the War Minister. Depending upon your
national Utility levels, random events that may
occur, and eﬀects ranging from victories or defeats
in war to housing shortages, you may face the
threat of internal revolution, or rebellion by
territories you control. Finally, some of the most
crucial decisions your culture’s government will
make will be those involving war, where the cost of
failure can indeed be severe.

Section 1

War
War may occur in history for a many diﬀerent reasons.

die each at the beginning of the simulation (at a time when

Sometimes wars are planned, with clear objectives. In other

everyone only has access to green dice).

situations, war may be an unplanned reaction to a development
or problem that develops with another state or culture, or
perhaps within one’s own. As stated in the Government section

You build your Army by doing 3 things: (a) Build one Armies
Lego structure, (b) pay $100 (HDI 1) / $200 (HDI 2) / $300 (HDI
3) to the World

(see “Managing Empire”), it is important to have clear reasons for
war, specific objectives to achieve, and a stop-loss point at which
you will seek to withdraw (if that is even an option your opponent

HDI
LEVEL

GREEN

will allow). Deciding to go to war on a whim for sheer
excitement is rarely a winning strategy.

DICE

1

Battles in Economics & State literally come down to rolls of the
PURPLE

dice. But all dice are not created equal. Here’s what you need to
know:

2

Types of Dice

RED

Dice represent armies in Economics & State. Each state starts
with four green dice, and $500 in its government Treasury. This
allows the state to select four territories to protect with one green

3

AS
DEFENDER

AS
ATTACKER

Wins tied roll
against another
Green; re-roll on
tie against a
Purple; loses
tied roll to Red

Will lose tied roll
against all
defending dice

Wins tied rolls
against Green
AND against
attacking
Purple; re-roll on
tie against Red

Re-roll tie
against
defending
Green; loses
tied roll against
defending
Purple or Red

Roll twice & use
the higher
number to
defend; wins
tied rolls against
Green AND
Purple invaders;
wins tied roll
against Red
attacker.

Roll twice as
attacker & use
the larger of the
two roll #s. Wins
tied rolls against
Green, but must
re-roll tie versus
Purple; loses
tied roll against
Red defender.

Bank (when
you hear the
teacher call for
War Ministers
to do so), and
(c) pay the
required
resource cards
(1 gunpowder
at HDI 1, two
steel cards at
HDI 2, and
three oil cards
at HDI 3). This
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will grant you 3 new dice of your HDI level.
Of course, state money from the Treasury can also be used for
many other powerful purposes: Colonization (to gain new desks
and their resources); Technology Discovery; Resource Discovery;

(but only if from an adjoining desk) for extra defense before
the battle begins.

Steps to Waging War

and to make Public Goods investments. The decision about
whether - and when - to emphasize Guns or Butter (or HEW) is

FIND A WAY TO SIMPLIFY THIS CYCLE: CONSIDER THE

one of the biggies in the simulation.

INVADER HAVING 3 MOVES, THEN THE DEFENDER GETS A
MOVE, THEN 2 FOR ATTACKER, THEN 2 FOR DEFENDER,
THEN ALTERNATING MOVES.
Step 1: Declaration of War: Once a Leader decides to go to war,
he or she must oﬃcially declare war with a written statement
to be read aloud during Stage 2 of an Era (World
Announcements) that will explain, with some detail, the reasons
for the war. The war will then begin during the immediately
following Stage 3 (War / Diplomacy).
Step 2: Attack a Territory (Desk): To begin the war, the War

Winning a battle (or war): To summarize, the ATTACKING ARMY
(Dice) is ALWAYS rolled first. It is attacking a specific desk and
must eliminate all defending dice there, one at a time, by winning
rolls. You must also survive any counterattack from an adjoining
desk and, if victorious, you must leave AT LEAST ONE DIE on the
conquered desk to defend it. If all this is successful, your state
earns the “Caesar’s Seizure” achievement. Important: Each
defending state is allowed to move 1 die to the attacked desk

Minister should put on his or her Travel Pass and place the Dice
being used in the attack in the INVASION TRANSPORTER
(remembering that dice taken for invasion cannot be returned
home during the same Era to defend against other attacks,
unless the invasion is cancelled before it can begin), and go to
the teacher (who will bring the Battle Box and oversee the
battles). Important: If the teacher does not witness the dice rolls,
then the battle does not count and no territory changes will occur.
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Once the teacher is observing the battle, the invaders will select a

there will be Rebellion Rolls during the first 2 Eras after an

specific desk to attack (choose wisely and know your objectives)

occupation).

and will need to defeat all dice (one at a time) that are already on
that desk (whether green, purple or red), plus the defending state
has the option before the attack to move one more adjoining die
to the attacked desk. In addition, they may counter attack (but
only after the entire invasion is finished).
Step 3: Roll dice
The invader always rolls first. Then the War Minister of the

* The invader can call oﬀ the invasion at any point and take their
extra remaining dice back to his or her home culture, OR they
could place them all on the conquered desk (or desks) to better
protect against counterattack. However, if another state has
attacked the invader’s nation during their current war, the
returning dice may not be used to defend during that same Era.
* The invader can also continue to attack other desks (so long as

defending nation will roll a defending die next. The side that rolls

time is remaining in the current Era’s Diplomacy & War Round,

the higher number wins and the other side loses 1 die. A tied roll

which is Stage 4, and IF they have enough extra dice to do so).

between two dice of the same color is always won by the
defender. For other scenarios, see the dice explanation box on
page 24). Any dice lost by either side will be taken by the Teacher
and are lost to the battle. Remember that Red dice get to roll
twice and use the higher number for attack or defense, unless
two Red armies are fighting, in which case they each get one roll
and the Red defender wins any ties with a Red attacker.
Important:
* You can only attack 1 defending die at a time.
* If an invader conquers a desk, they must leave at least 1 die
remain on the desk that was conquered (this represents
occupation forces), and might be wise to leave more (because

* If the defending culture has extra dice on desks adjoining a
conquered desk, it can choose to launch a counterattack to get
back any conquered territories during the same Stage 3 session.
* If there are no fortified dice in an attacked square, it goes to
the invading force immediately. All FUTURE resources of the
land type AND the citizen living there come under the control of
the invading culture and will be asked to work for the invading
state.
Simultaneous attack by two or more cultures
If there is a simultaneous attack (two cultures attack one desk at
the same time), the invaders must agree in advance on the order
in which they will attack (whom will go first and whom will go
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second). The culture that rolls the winning dice to take a territory

this in mind as you make decisions about whether or not to build

gains the actual desk.

WMDs, or to use them. You should think carefully how you

Nuclear Weapons
Once your culture has reached HDI 3, you can begin to build
nuclear Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles, or ICBMs. Just because

would use an ICBM to make your culture safer rather than
more at risk.
ICBM Cards

you can, it doesn’t mean you should. And just because you have

In the game, an ICBM is a card that can used on a desk instead

one, it doesn’t mean you should use it. In fact, the main purpose

of dice. An ICBM card cannot be used to defend against

of a nuclear weapon is deterrence: to deter (or prevent)

another ICBM. It can only be used to attack a square. When an

another culture from invading you because they do not want

ICBM card is played, it is will destroy everything on that desk,

to provoke a nuclear attack in response. Therefore, it is actually

including the existing structures and resources of that desk. The

best to inform a potential attacker that you have WMDs BEFORE

person occupying that square will die in the blast, and become a

any war starts. In this way, you may be able to prevent one. The

Teacher Helper until potential reassignment during the following

oﬀensive use of a nuclear weapon without an equivalent

class period.

provocation by another culture will almost certainly harm your
international prestige and could make you desperate enemies. In

WARNING: Nuclear winter

addition, ICBMs require a very large number of Legos but do not

If a large number of ICBMs are used in a single Era (usually

help improve either your HEW or GDP scores much. In addition,

between 3 and 4), or more than 5 are used across multiple Eras, a

you must discover a source of uranium (or trade for it during the

nuclear winter may occur and the game will be considered over.

Era you build the ICBM) and discover the technology of Nuclear

All Prime Ministers in participating states will then receive a failing

Fission in order to build one or more of them. You must also write

participation grade for the day. Why? Think about it this way: If

out your strategy for using ICBMs to strengthen your nation

there were a nuclear holocaust in our world in the next month, it

eﬀectively and give it to the Teacher before you can build one.

would be clear that our leaders had failed us. Most humans would

Further, an unprovoked nuclear attack will LOWER your

be killed (perhaps all). Whatever the reasons behind the launching

overall score (and could cause a United Nations Crimes

of the weapons, if enough were fired to kill billions of people and

Against Humanity case to be brought against you). Keep all of

destroy the world’s development, it would be impossible to grade
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the leaders involved with anything better than an F. Of course,
there might not be anyone left to give that F, but since Economics
& State is a simulation, there will be in our case. Think carefully.
While we are playing a simulation, it is a learning simulation. To
have no consequences for decisions that would be
considered insane in our world is to distort the learning
aspect of the simulation.
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Section 2

Revolution
PLEASE NOTE: This section is NOT COMPLETE and contains

be forewarned: most attempted revolutions do not succeed and

information that is now INACCURATE. Pay attention to how

there are always serious (sometimes severe) consequences for

we do things during class and stay tuned for updates to this

those who lead a failed revolution! Revolution is also a last

section.

resort because it divides your culture and greatly reduces its

TO BE ADDED TO THIS SECTION: Communist Revolution
rolls at HDI 2 for every civilization, except the one that builds
Big Ben. Also, managing Empire and the new rules for
required Rebellion Rolls in first 2 Eras following occupation.
Also, add the way that UTIL points being low (along with
drops in production, bad random events, etc., can set oﬀ
potential rebellions or attempted revolutions. Most of what is
actually written here (that follows) will be removed from the

productivity.
1. Coup d’Etat (Overthrow; Oligarchy Constitution Only)
A coup d’etat (overthrow of a government’s leader) can occur if a
large culture is under the Oligarchy constitution and the Diplomat
and General both agree in Council to replace the Leader with one
of themselves. This overthrow will result in the re-assignment of
the Leader as either a Diplomat or General (demotion) or a
Laborer (removal from position of power).

text.
From time to time, some members of a culture may become
upset with their government. When a large number of ordinary

2. Popular Revolution (A Roll of the Dice; Available in All

people lose faith in the government (especially in a time of crisis)

Constitutions)

or become upset with the ruling style or decisions of the Leader,
a revolution may occur. In this game, there are two types of
revolutions that can be carried out by citizens of a culture. But,

If you decide you want to replace the current Leader of your
culture, you can launch a Revolution. Here are the steps involved
and what you must do to attempt to make it work:
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a. Write a declaration of revolution on a piece of paper.
b. Try to get as many of your group members as you possibly
can (in your home state) to sign the sheet in agreement. The more
people who sign it, the better your odds of succeeding in the
revolution (as you will see below, when we explain the dice roll
process). If you are the only one to sign it, your odds of success
are poor.
c. Call the teacher over to your group (during Announcements
Round). Revolution works like war and occurs during Stage 3
(War / Diplomacy round) You must have the teacher or authorized
assistant oversee the process, and only two wars and/or
revolutions may occur at once in the classroom.
d. Both the Leader of the culture and the Revolutionary leader
will roll a six-sided die in the Battle Box. The number of times the
revolutionary must beat the Leader with a higher number is
determined by the number of people on each side (ties will have
no eﬀect, and will be re-rolled). For example, if only 1 person
signed the revolution form and there are 6 people in the culture, it
is assumed that 5 people (including the Leader) stand with the

Basically, if all members of a group have signed the declaration,
then it’s a single roll with a 50/50 shot of success. This reflects
the fact that it is very diﬃcult to remove a government by
revolution. However, there is one exception. IF THE CULTURE
HAS A GENERAL, and the GENERAL SIGNS THE DECLARATION
OF REVOLUTION, it subtracts two people from the Leader’s side.
Here are two contrasting examples:
EXAMPLE 1: A culture of 6 is divided down the middle. 3
citizens (no General) signed the declaration of revolution and 3
refused to sign. The revolutionaries must win 3 consecutive dice
rolls (without a loss) to take power.
EXAMPLE 2: A culture of 6 is divided down the middle. 3
citizens (including the General) have signed the declaration of
revolution, while 3 citizens refused to sign. The General’s
signature subtracts two supporters from the Leader’s side. Thus,
the revolutionaries only need to win 1 roll (they have a 50/50
chance of success). This reflects the crucial role of military
support in determining the outcome of many (but not all)
revolutions.

Leader. Therefore, the revolutionary must win 5 consecutive dice
rolls (excluding ties) to remove the Leader. If even one roll is won
by the Leader, the revolution is defeated and the Leader will
decide the fate of the revolutionary. But if 2 people had signed the
declaration, then only 4 consecutive rolls must succeed. If 3
people signed, it is down to 3 that are needed, and so on.
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